1st Battalion The Queenfs Royal Regiment
The Last Operational Tour: Malaya
1954 –1957
In June 1948 the Malayan Communist Party commenced a guerilla war to end British rule in Malaya
(since incorporated in Malaysia), and the Colonial Government declared a ' State of Emergency '.
Operating from the jungle and supported by some members of the Chinese community living mainly in
squatter camps, the Communist terrorists or 'CTs' as they were known, carried out ambushes and
assassinations, attacked Police Stations, road & rail communications, tin mines, and plantations usually
termed 'estates'. British and Commonwealth Armed Forces together with the Malayan Police responded
with ever increasing effectiveness, and in a campaign lasting twelve years, progressively defeated the
terrorists, and in 1960 the 'Emergency' ended.

Malaya 1954 Malacca & Mount Ophir
1st Battalion The Queen's Royal Regiment commanded by Lieutenant Colonel F J C Piggott,
DSO, OBE, disembarked from the troopship Georgic at Singapore on the 12* February 1954,
and staged in Selarang Barracks. After intensive jungle warfare training in South Johore, the
Battalion moved to the Malacca area, taking over from 1st Gordons. Widely scattered, with
Battalion HQ, Support and HQ Companies at Tampin, 'A' and 'B' Companies at Rompin about
30 miles NE , 'C' Company at South Johol between Tampin and Rompin, and 'D' Company at
Ayer Tekah about 50 miles away in the foothills of the 4187 ft Mount Ophir. a centre of
terrorist activity. Soon 'A' Company moved on to
Bahau another terrorist trouble-spot 10
miles NW of Rompin. The 'Dog Platoon', a new unit, with 14 Patrol and Tracker dogs plus
handlers, joined Support Company.
A CT surrendered to B' Company the first day the Battalion became operational, but otherwise except for 'D'
Company, Companies were engaged in routine duties guarding Chinese settlements and checking food
supplies in support of an ongoing major operation.
On the 12th April, the Battalion's first successful operation was an ambush by a patrol of 'B' Company under
2/Lieutenants M J Doyle and M C Greenleaf - In the late afternoon guided by an informant, the 16 strong
patrol, moved off in M.T from Company HQ, and debussed at 1730hrs with one and a half hours of

daylight remaining. The very nervous informant led them to a small clearing, which he said
was used by CTs on most nights. While the patrol was still getting into position, lights
were seen approaching and three figures came within touching distance. When the leading
one was about three yards away the Patrol Commander shouted 'Fire'; the noise was
deafening. When fire was stopped, a search party found one body and two packs, and after
an uneasy night's rest, a further search disclosed another body and a third blood-stained pack, but the
blood trail petered out.

Meanwhile 'D' Company was engaged in numerous ambushes and patrols both on Mount Ophir and among tidal
swamps. Two CTs surrendered to 11 Platoon, and four days later 2/Lieutenant J G W Davidson's 10 Platoon
guided by a surrendered terrorist, ambushed two CTs in the marshes. Cpl Chinn killed one with a standing
snapshot; the other escaped wounded.
At the end of April, a tactical Battalion HQ with 'D' Company and 'C' from South Johol, mounted a
combined operation in the Mount Ophir area; the target, a supposed Communist State Committee Meeting.
Five ambush parties were positioned to intercept the CTs, which it was hoped 2/Lieutenant G C Sharpe's 9
Platoon would flush out, but despite the letter's exhausting sweep through the heights, nothing was found.
Tragically, during this operation Sgt Jones, Ptes Fisher and Braybrook, and a local tracker lost their lives.
'C' Company under Major R S N Mans, now moved - one platoon by air and the remainder including the
Mortar Platoon, by difficult march, to Fort Iskander, an isolated police post in deep jungle 22 miles NW of
Bahau, to protect and gain the confidence of the very friendly Semalan aborigines. Supply was entirely by airdrop, which worked well. 9 Platoon remained at the Fort as supply link and carrying out local medical patrols,
while the other platoons patrolled the swamp and jungle round the Tasek Bera Lake both on foot and by boat.
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'C' Company under Major J U Stobbs, operated for a month in deep jungle supplied by air, finding and
destroying CT food cultivations, while 'A' and 'B' companies took part in a combined operation between
13th/17th June, when a CT camp was found, but unoccupied. On the 20th, 4 Platoon ambushed four CTs, killing
one at short range, and two more as they dodged through rubber trees. On the 23rd, 10 Platoon were searching
the southern slopes of Mount Ophir, and as they crossed a torrent, a CT bobbed up and was instantly shot by
2/Lieutenant M J Foster, attached to the Platoon for experience and on his first patrol. The CT found to be a
State Committee Member carrying valuable documents, was the most important
kill in the area for years On the 30th, a patrol of 'C' Company's 9 Platoon under Cpl
Furlonger, killed two 'CTs' near South Johol. On the 1st July the Battalion came
under command 63 Gurkha Infantry Brigade with the aim of attacking in
conjunction with 2/6 Gurkha Rifles, the CT 'Border Committee' which operated
mainly in the Mount Ophir area. Between the 3rd and 8th July 'B' & 'D' Companies
operating in the jungle, came across a group of CTs bathing, who bolted naked,
leaving their clothes and stationery.
However 'A' Company commanded by Major I P Thompson MC, was detached to
1st Somerset Light Infantry at Kajang, 100 miles North, but so thoroughly had the
area already been patrolled, that no CTs could be found. On 24* July, 3 Platoon
moved SW to deal with a CT camp which had been detected in the swamps West of
Sepang. The RAF attacked first, and the Platoon was then lifted in by helicopter, sliding down ropes into the
swamp. The camp was found empty, but the Platoon lived there for four days during which a patrol under Cpl
Banks shot one CT. Tragically though, 2/Lieutenant R M Townsend was killed during the operation. At the
month's end, 'A' Company rejoined the Battalion at Bukit Serempan near Mount Ophir, with 'B' at Tanah
Merah and 'D' at Ayer Tekah, all involved in constantly patrolling the precipitous slopes and surrounding
swamps. 'C' Company remained at South Johol, also patrolling. Similar action continued throughout August,
and on the 19th 2/Lieutenant Doyle's 4 Platoon killed two 'CTs1.
This persistent patrolling had collected much information, and on the 27* August the mountain was subjected
to a week's continuous harassing mortar and artillery fire as well as bombing from the air. Millions of leaflets
were dropped urging the CTs to surrender, and to facilitate their doing so, all military movement was banned

between the 4th and 6th September when the operation ended. Only three surrenders took place, but later
2/Lieutenant B D Bartlett's 1 Platoon of 'A' Company ambushed and killed two CTs.
In August apart from military operations, the Battalion had outstanding success at the Malaya Rifle Meeting.
Teams were first in the Major Units Rifle Match, Open Invitation Rifle Match, and Major Units Falling Plate.
Corporal Mckson was 1st and Lieutenant P G Collyer 3rd in the Individual Rifle Match - the Battalion could
strongly claim to be the best shooting unit in Malaya Command.
'B' Company now moved East to Labis, and 'C' North to Gemas where they
lay-up in local 'gardens' suspected as a source of food supply for CTs.
On the 27ttl September and throughout October, Operation 'Trapper' was
ongoing on Mount Ophir, where it was believed an important CT Committee
Meeting was to be held. Ajungle base 'Braganza Camp' was maintained on
the mountain by 'D' Company' under Major M A Lowry, and Platoons of
other Companies attached from time to time. Despite patrolling and protracted
ambushes, no CTs were killed, but the mountain had been made so
uncomfortable for them that the Committee Meeting and indeed, the whole
mountain was abandoned, and the CTs moved to the more unsavoury swamplands below. After Trapper', one platoon frequently rotated, was always
maintained on the mountain.
On the 18th November, Lieutenant Colonel Piggott relinquished command en promotion, and Lieutenant
Q&tenel H R D Hll MBE, succeeded him.
An important operational factor In Malaya, was the continuing change-over of officers, NCOs and men,
which made the high all- round standard maintained, all the more creditable. This was largely due to the care
taken in training drafts from the United Kingdom. They did not join their Companies for six weeks, two of
which were spent in acclimatization, two learning to live and shoot in the jungle, and two on long patrols
under instructors in quiet areas.

On 24* November 2/Lieutenant Foster's 11 Platoon of 'C' Company, rejoined the Battalion
after three months as Demonstration Platoon at the Jungle Warfare School. Coincidentally,
the North- East monsoon now broke, the worst in many years, with widespread flooding. 'C'
Company at Gemas, was cut off, and all Companies were engaged in flood relief.
Nevertheless, patrolling continued and 5 CTs were killed during the month. Christmas was
celebrated in full operational state, each Company taking two days off in turn, while other
Companies covered for it and provided static camp guards. Additionally, the Battalion was
preparing for' Petard ', a joint Army, RAF and Police operation - over a ton of food, had been
reported collected and stored in Keban Bahru 'new village' (one of a series, located and
guarded to deny support and supplies to CTs), the inhabitants of which were mostly
Communist sympathisers, and that CTs were planning to move this in one lift, requiring at least
40 men. 'D' Company was given the main task, and Major Lowry carried out the reconnaissance disguised as
a drains inspector. On Christmas night the Company moved to a hiding place a mile from the village, where
they lay up for eight days in considerable discomfort in overgrown rubber. Water was rationed and no
movement allowed, except for silent Physical Training.

Malaya 1955
On the night of 3rd January it was reported that the CTs were going to move the food. 'Cut Off parties stood by,
and at last light 'D' Company the main assault party, went forward to the food dump. The moment firing was
heard, 'A', 'B', and 'C' Companies moved into position, while two armoured car troops of the 4th Hussars and
Federation Armoured Car Regiment together with the Battalion's own MMG and Mortar Platoons brought fire
to bear on the one area, a large swamp, not covered by the cordon. Meanwhile RAF Sunderland flying boats
were called in and dropped flares for the rest of the night to illuminate the scene in conjunction with two RA
searchlights close to the village. Results were not as good as anticipated; only two CTs fortunately the most
important ones, were surrendered later, which eliminated that particular CT Branch. In fact only 14 CTs had
been engaged as luckily for them the CT 'No. 5 Platoon' had not arrived on time.

In January virtually the whole Battalion was in the jungle. Early in the month, 'Meiktela', a deep jungle base
of Company strength, was taken over from 2/6 Gurkhas until relieved by helicopter in April. At the end of the
month 2 Platoon of 'A Company and 5 Platoon of 'B' under Major P R Swanson, located a terrorist camp on
Mount Ophir - a tricky operation as the guide completely lost his way to the almost inaccessible site in
precipitous jungle. Nevertheless surprise was achieved and two 'CTs' killed.
In February and March attention was increasingly switched to the Malacca area, which had
been proclaimed the first 'White Area' as the result of a progressive policy to 'normalise' civilian
activity in areas where terrorist influence had been greatly curbed, but to which CTs were
transferring their activities due to the unrelenting pressure on Mount Ophir. Reacting to this
development involved constant patrolling and one combined 'C' & 'D' Companies' operation.
On the 25th March, at the completion of the Battalion's first operational year, twenty-eight CTs
had been killed, and nineteen caused to surrender.
In April, Operation 'Mentor1 involved encirclement during a dark and stormy night, of Sagil, a 'new village'
South of Mount Ophir where it was known a terrorist store of food had been collected. One CT Committee
Member was killed. Further incidents occurred in the Malacca area when the CT '5 Platoon' attacked Police
patrols, and the Battalion's Companies including most of HQ Company were out frequently, but caught no

South Johore & Singapore terrorists.
At the end of April, 'A' Company (Major J B C Palmer) and 'C' (Lieutenant T G Mulady) moved South to Kota
Tinggi and Pengerang respectively, and were immediately involved in a combined Services Operation 'Rex'
against 'CTs' in the Pengerang peninsular - thick jungle and swamp, and wide open to illegal emigration and
food running from nearby Singapore Island; there were virtually no roads so the two Companies were moved
and supplied by launch, and supported by RAF bombing and fire from RN and Royal Malayan Navy ships.
At the end of May the rest of the Battalion relieved by 2nd Battalion Royal Welch siliers, moved to the Kluang
area, to be rejoined six weeks later by 'A' and 'C' Companies. The new area was even more active than the

previous one -frequent murders, ambushes and attacks on the local Home Guard. There was constant
patrolling, but the CTs were elusive, and only one was killed in the first month of operations.
'A' and 'C' Companies were deployed with a platoon each in six of the most ^ESL^
uncooperative 'new villages', keeping in check Communist influence and gaining
the confidence of the villagers. 'D' Company (Major Lowry) was flown into deep
jungle to ambush 'CTs' in jungle cultivations, while 'B' Company (Major Swanson)
sssheOcopter.patrolled in the Rengam area achieving the one 'kill' of the month
At the end of June the Battalion moved to Selarang Barracks to retrain and to take
over Internal Security duties in Singapore. This phase lasted through July and
August, and finished with a parade before Major General R N Anderson, GOC 17th
Gurkha Division, when the Battalion with a total strength of about 900, mustered 550
ail ranks on parade, the capacity of the barrack square.
On the 9th September the Prime Minister of the newly elected Government of Malaya, Tunku Abdul Rahman,
declared an amnesty for the CTs on most favourable terms, and military activities were drastically reduced.
However, very few Communist surrenders took place, and in the Kluang and Rengam areas, hostile incidents
actually increased. General Sir Geoffrey Bourne, Director of Operations, therefore ordered a strong
concentration of troops to confront them. 1st Queen's was to operate in the Rengam area, in cooperation with
other units, including 1st Northern Rhodesia Regiment commanded by Lieutenant Colonel G H W Goode
(Queen's). The two Battalions had a common tactical boundary, the Queen's operating in the estates and the
Northern Rhodesians in the jungle.
The Queen's were responsible for five 'new villages', a large number of estates, and patches of jungle
between. This involved long patrols from dawn until after dark, perpetually checking workers and villagers,
searching vehicles and buildings for surplus food, and dealing with incidents often at night. These activities
were successful in sapping the strength of the Rengam Communist Branch, whose members were reduced to
living on oil palm nuts and tree shoots. There were vast oil palm estates in the south of the Battalion area near

Layang Layang, and as far as possible these were denied to the 'CTs' by mortar and MG fire on the
approaches, and by constant patrolling, some on bicycles.

Malaya 1956
In January and February, Company patrolling continued plus several large sweeps in estates conducted as
Battalion operations - two CTs were killed, and one member of 'D' company wounded. A 'C' Company patrol
had a contact in thick oil palms, and a female armed CT running away, was captured by an English planter
with his two Malayan Police escorts after an exchange of fire. She gave much useful information resulting in
the surrender of three more CTs and the virtual elimination of the Rengam Communist Branch. The Malayan
Government amnesty had ended on the 8th February. Battalion HQ which had been based at Kota Tingg, now
moved to join Tactical HQ at Simpang Rengam in the lines of a pineapple estate.
In April the Battalion was ordered to Singapore at short notice, in anticipation of civilian rioting; first based
in overcrowded conditions and tents at Nee Soon Garrison where Internal Security training and planning
took place. Later when riots failed to materialise, the
Battalion was ordered to move to Selarang Barracks
and take over permanent Internal Security duties from
1st
King's Own Scottish Borderers. In mid-June, as the
situation was quieter in Singapore, the Queen's were
authorised to deploy three Companies in South
Johore for counter-CT operations, while the
remainder of the Battalion remained at Selarang; thus
responsible both to GOC Singapore District for
immediate call-out in case of emergency, and to GOC
17
Gurkha Division and Commander 99 Gurkha Infantry
Brigade for the Geylang Patah, Pontian and part of

Kulai Districts. Tactical HQ and 'D' Company (Major E B G Clowes) were established at Tampoi, 'A
Company (Major J B C Palmer) at Linden Rubber Estate, and 'B' (Major AC Lynch-Staunton) at Pekan Nanas
Pineapple Estate.
On 6m July a six man patrol of 'B' Company under Sergeant Isaac, had a major success. In the thick
undergrowth of a rubber estate, L/Corporal Hughes who was leading, indicated silently that CTs were ahead.
Sergeant Isaac silently deployed the patrol into extended line and ordered 'Charge'. Four CTs started to run
away firing as they went. Sergeant Isaac completely ignored their fire, halted his men 20 yards from the CTs
and ordered 'Fire'. One CT fell but appeared to be about to throw a grenade so was dealt with by Private
Cooper. The patrol continued to advance firing at intervals, and had killed three more CTs when there was a
shout that Private J A Purves had been hit. He and Private Millhouse had pursued and shot a fifth CT, who in
falling had shot Purves who later died. By resolute and skilful action this small patrol had killed five CTs, but
its success was shadowed by the loss of Purves, who was buried with full Military Honours in Singapore the
next day. Sergeant Isaac was awarded the Military Medal.
In July, RSM J B Simmons MBE MC left the Battalion after 10 years of outstanding service as RSM,
Originally in the Royal Sussex Regiment, he was posted to 1st Queen's in May 1944, and fought at Jail Hill,
Kohima and all subsequent battles until the end of the War, being awarded the Military Cross. He was
succeeded by RSM N Mew.
At the Malaya Command Rifle Meeting the Battalion again achieved considerable success - the Team led by
Lieutenant Sharpe were champion British unit out of 13 teams, 3rd out of 30 in the all- unit championship,
won the Falling Plate competition in record time, and the Revolver. The Jungle Range Team led by
2/Lieutenant J V Warner-Johnson did very well to come fourth in the jungle shooting against strong
competition from the Gurkha and Malay teams with much longer jungle experience.
At the end of October serious disturbances occurred in Singapore following Government closure of two large
schools. The pupils under left wing influence refused to leave, and RSM J B Simmons.when it was decided to
turn them out by force, rioting broke out. That part of the Battalion Enlarge I mega Selarang received orders to
deploy at 2200hrs on 25th October, and the same order was passed to Tactical HQ at Tampoi. By 0400hrs the

whole Battalion less 'A Company and one platoon each of 'B' and 'D' Companies all in deep jungle, were in
pre-planned position in Singapore. Those in the jungle were contacted at first light on the 26th when radio
communication became possible, some were then ferried out by helicopter and some marched: all were at
their allotted positions in Singapore by 1 SOOhrs that day.
At 0630hrs on 26th October the schools were cleared by the Police and large unruly crowds appeared
on the streets. Half the Battalion manned pre-arranged strong points at important road intersections,
while the remainder was held in reserve at strategic points. Rioting increased and attacks were made
and damage caused all over the Island. Several times Companies and Platoons had to move against the
rioters who were quick to disperse, although on occasion it was necessary to fire a few shots. The
Battalion remained on duty mainly enforcing the curfew until 2nd November, when it returned to
barracks, and shortly afterwards Johore operations were resumed.
The Battalion was now standing by to depart Malaya, but the Suez Crisis delayed the sailing date. At
Christmas the whole Battalion was concentrated at Selarang in the Internal Security role, and on 31st
December the Johore operational area and camps were handed over to 2nd Royal Welch Fusiliers.
However, three Companies at a time were sent for operations in deep jungle - for six to ten days each,
either moving on foot, by helicopter, or river boat, and supplied by air.

Malaya 1957
At the end of January 'C' Company (Major P R H Kealy) killed two CTs in deep jungle in a protracted 15 days
operation, while further south in the Geylang Patah area, in a Brigade operation, 'A' and Support Companies
under command of Major S W Peet, accounted for three more CTs attempting to break through a cordon at
night. During the last few weeks every Company was employed on operations at least once, and on the 14th
February 1st Queen's finally left the jungle. The last man to do so was Sergeant Isaac MM of 'B' Company, the
only member of the Company remaining from the time it became operational three years earlier.

Mission Completed
Over the three years 46 CTs had been killed, and many surrendered as a direct result
of the Battalion's operations, but figures give little idea of the vast effort to which
all ranks contributed whether in operational Companies where it took thousands of
man hours patrolling and in laying ambushes requiring silence, stillness and always
instant readiness; in signal communications vital to operations, where the only link
from the jungle to order resupply, to call-in helicopters for casualty evacuation, to
determine accurate location from overhead aircraft, to pass information and orders,
was by man-portable radio set - in this the operating standard achieved by the
Signal Platoon was one of the major factors in the Battalion's
success - and in the Battalion's other integral support elements.
All essential parts of a cohesive and very effective whole. This
against a background of enervating heat and humidity alternating
with the contrasting chill and saturation of tropical downpours,
the considerable discomfort of vicious insects including malarial
mosquitoes, voracious leeches, and other less than friendly flora
and fauna, all placing a premium on maintenance of full physical
fitness. Nevertheless with leadership and good training, morale
was high, and demands and hazards surmounted, whether in the
jungle or elsewhere.
It is remarkable that throughout the three years, a large proportion of the Battalion had been National Service
officers and men, and short-term (3 years) Regulars, who conducted themselves with credit, endured the
hard conditions with courage and cheerfulness, and accepted responsibilites well beyond what might have
been expected of them. However the Battalion's success would not have been possible without the dedicated
service of the Warrant Officers and Sergeants, who bore the brunt of operations, frequently exercising
independent command when no Officer was available, and providing also the essential continuity as
Company and Platoon Commanders, National Service men and short-term Regulars came and went.

Such achievement was not without its cost, and a memorial plaque originally installed in St
George's Church, Tanglin Barracks, Singapore, but now in Holy Trinity Church Guildford,
records seven Battalion members Killed In Action, and three who died on Active Service.

Roll of Honour

After farewell parades, commendations by General Officers Commanding, and parting presentaions by the
Government of Mayaya, 17 Gurkha Division, 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade and the Malaya Police the
Battalion embarked at Singapore on the 2nd March 1957 and sailed for Southampton on the troopship HMT
"Empire Orwell", played away by the bands of 1/2"d and 2/10* Gurkha Rifles - the close of another
distinguished chapter in the Regiment's proud history.

